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From the President's Desk

As I reflected on writing this column a quote from Dickens came to mind: "It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times, ... it was the season of light, it was the season of darkness, it was the spring of despair, it was the
winter of hope.".
This could be used to sum up active involvement in the pro-life movement – we alternate between despair at
the loss of thousands of preborn children and hope that the next generation will become a truly “pro-life
generation”. We despair at the rapid adoption of euthanasia legislation and hope that we have a chance to slow
this down in NSW and in the territories. And we despair at the broad acceptance of mitochondrial donation (i.e.,
3-egg donor embryos being created in a way that makes embryonic stem cell research seem mild in
comparison) and we hope that the 4D ultrasounds which so clearly photographs an undeniable child who
happens to be living inside their mother’s womb as a key platform for demonstrating that Life truly does start
before birth.
Leading RTLA during yet another COVID lockdown in Victoria, which has once again forced the closure of the
physical office, has been very challenging. We need to realise that we are in a period of transition as we seek to
chart our future, your future as our supporters, the future of the movement.
In spite of all these challenges, I've been encouraged by so many members who have embraced the changes to
RTLA under the leadership of the new Management Committee which have set out on an ambitious change
agenda. The committee has achieved significant wins and have produced a lot of work over the past few months
notwithstanding the challenging circumstances described above. The next page contains an overview of the
larger main pieces of work project we have been involved in which has included four campaigns against
euthanasia legislation (one of which will continue into next year), another new campaign against abortion being
extended in the Northern Territory, and a significant amount of direct lobbying into federal parliament to
address issues surrounding euthanasia (drug importation), mitochondrial donation, and the proposed
extension of telehealth. On this latter point we had a significant win, orchestrated by Dr Brendan Long, with the
federal health Minister Greg Hunt agreeing that telehealth cannot be used for consultations or even
consultations about euthanasia despite state pressure for federal approval of this change. This commitment
was published in a major newspaper on Dr Long’s request.
To see this volume of work produced with limited resourcing, by people who have 'day jobs' (a reminder here
that I work full time, so my President's duties are conducted during my half hour lunch breaks or after hours) is
absolutely the best of times. It shows the commitment of your committee members who receive no stipend to
do this work. (We don’t even get our petrol reimbursed!). We have also increased our revenue threefold since
the new committee took office, with more encouraging news on the donor front in the coming months.
Soon we will be heading into our AGM which will be held online due to COVID restrictions on gatherings in
Victoria. I would like to take this opportunity to thank my board colleagues for their dedication to the cause and
for their support of me and the work of RTLA.
As a not for profit organisation, we must abide by legislation, lest we be plagued by the numerous challenges
and costly legal bills which feature prominently in our history. One of the most frequently heard pieces of
feedback I have had from members over the last few months has been encouragement to press on with
modernising the organisation and the movement, using new methods, new ways of thinking and new strategies
to assist us to make an impact across Australia.
I want to acknowledge and thank outgoing CEO Mary Collier for her years of dedication to
the pro-life cause. Mary finished up in October after a period of illness and we wish her
all the best in her future endeavours. Mary has been a bastion of strength over so many
years.
I look forward to our AGM where I will present on the Next Steps for the Pro-Life
Movement in Australia.
Yours in Life,

Dr Rachel Carling
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Dr Rachel & Mr Graham Watt on their
wedding day, 22nd October 2021.
This celebration was the best of times.

Campaigning for Life around Australia

Since our election in March 2021 RTLA
board members have checked the
following off our to-do list:

Succeeded in convincing the Federal Government to 'hold the line' on telehealth, restricting
its use for euthanasia despite immense pressure from the states to change this regulation.
Met with the following federal parliamentarians to advocate for pro-life issues: Deputy Prime
Minister Barnaby Joyce, Senator Amanda Stoker, Daniel Mulino, David Smith, Joel Fitzgibbon,
Senator Don Farrell, Senator Matt Canavan, Senator Raff Cicone and Senator Deb Oniel.
Lobbied against the three-egg donor embryos called MitoCondrial donation, submission
entitled 'Maeve's Law is a breach of universal human rights'.
In South Australia: appointed a local representative Paul Russell, who personally lobbied
within the walls of parliament. RTLA also organised protests outside the Parliament,
organised, funded advertising of pro-life doctors, drafted amendments and lobbied
politicians to stop euthanasia.
In Tasmania: opposed policies to remove the birth gender of the child on the birth certificate.
In Queensland: prepared a submission against euthanasia, Dr Brendan Long presented at the
state inquiry into the Queensland euthanasia and assisted dying bill, supported pro-life MPs
to craft arguments against the bill and lobbied politicians directly.
In NSW: sent out a media release decrying sex selection abortion after it was revealed that
one in ten (9.8%) of providers have been asked to procure an abortion for gender selection
in NSW. The media release, quoting our President Dr Rachel Carling, was picked up in regional
media.
NSW has also been engaging in intensive campaigning to oppose the Alex Greenwich
Euthanasia Bill, with a sustained email campaign and letter writing, petitions promotion and
collation, leading major demonstrations with national media attention, lobbying politicians
with legal advice and expert medical opinion, engaging in sophisticated mainstream media
advertising and social media activity. (See page 8 for more detail)
In Victoria, spoke to various parliamentarians after the fourth report on euthanasia and
assisted suicide was published to emphasise our continued outrage with this occurring
(noting that COVID-regulations have prevented RTLA from lobbing directly within parliament
house).
In Victoria, one of our committee members assisted in making the March for Babies a
successful online event by contributing her skills behind the scenes.
In the Northern Territory, we have begun a campaign against their abortion legislation. (See
page 4 of this newsletter for more detail)
Federally, we have fully endorsed the 'Children Born Alive Protection Bill 2021' brought by MP
George Christensen.
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There is no "international right to abortion"
This article was first published in LifeSite news on 05 November 2021 (https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/747865/)

The Biden administration abandoned the Geneva Consensus Declaration on Promoting Women’s Health and
Strengthening the Family that the United States and 31 other nations had signed a year ago.
Republicans in the U.S. House of Representatives and the Senate late last month issued concurrent resolutions that
reaffirm the right to life for all human beings and emphasize that there is no international right to abortion.
The Senate resolution, sponsored by Senators Steve Daines of Montana and James Lankford of Oklahoma was
issued Oct. 28 to commemorate the one-year anniversary of the Geneva Consensus Declaration on Promoting
Women’s Health and Strengthening the Family. The United States and 31 other nations signed this agreement under
the Trump administration in 2020. The accord expresses a commitment by member nations to reject the spread of
anti-life policies and support for abortion anywhere on the globe. Shortly after taking office, however, the Biden
administration declared the withdrawal of U.S. participation and co-sponsorship from the Declaration, stating that it
“had the honor” to do so.
“Honoring the most basic right of an individual to live should not be controversial,” Lankford said, “but, unfortunately,
President Biden is determined to be the most pro-abortion president in our nation’s history, as demonstrated by his
decision to remove the United States from the declaration and promote abortion in other countries.” “This resolution
celebrates the historic nature of the Geneva Consensus Declaration and affirms the commitments we made with our
like-minded friends a year ago,” Lankford continued. “Pro-life Americans will continue to defend the basic right to life
for all individuals.”
The Senate resolution is co-sponsored by 14 others. Republican Rep. Jim Banks of Indiana introduced Nov. 1 the
companion resolution in the House that currently has 35 other co-sponsors, all of them Republicans. Even though the
Biden administration abandoned U.S. support for the Declaration, the international movement to support laws that
protect the family and recognize the sacredness of all human life has advanced.
“The Geneva Consensus Declaration coalition has continued to grow to now 36 signatory countries,” Daines said,
“which are committed to working together against the imposition of an anti-life, anti-family agenda.” Daines also
noted the importance of the Declaration’s respect for the right of sovereign nations to self-govern “without external
pressure” so that protections for the family can be duly enacted. Daines and Lankford also recently decried and
denounced the allocation of tens of billions of tax dollars in the “Build Back Better Act” that could be used as a slush
fund to support abortion initiatives and anti-life policies.
Because of the level of distrust inspired by the Biden administration for its lack of respect for human life, the
Republican resolution also pledges to “conduct oversight of the United States executive branch to ensure that the
United States does not conduct or fund abortions, abortion lobbying, or coercive family planning in foreign countries,
consistent with longstanding Federal law.”
Right to Life Australia calls on our federal
government to reject an "international
right to abortion"

Right to Life Australia is lobbying federal parliamentarians - and
candidates - to reaffirm a national and international right to life for
all human beings from fertilisation as a key platform within our
campaigning towards the federal election early next year.
Our next newsletter, due to be published prior to the election in
2022, will outline our campaign in detail.
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Northern Territory Abortion Bill

STOP
PRESS So, what has happened?

While most pro-lifers are focussed on the NSW
euthanasia bill, the Northern Territory’s (NT) move to
extend their abortion legislation has gone almost
unnoticed.

The NT government introduced the Termination of Pregnancy Law Reform Legislation
Amendment Bill 2021 on the 27th October.
If passed, this bill will amend and extend the 2017 Abortion Act in the following ways:
• Remove the need for assessment by a second doctor for abortions up to 24 weeks
gestation;
• Allow terminations from 24 weeks gestation following consultation between 2 doctors;
• Removes the additional credentialing requirements for doctors who perform abortions,
meaning that they will no longer need to undertake extra training over and above training
required by AHPRA (Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency).
This bill will be debated in the last sitting week of the year: between Tuesday 30th and
Thursday 2nd December. There is only one house in the NT so once it is passed, there are no
second chances.
As an organisation we have contacted all 25 members of parliament to let them know that
abortion at any stage is not ok and that late term abortion is abhorrent not just to us but to
the wider society as a whole. Closer to the time we will be contacting them more directly – in
person if we are able to travel (COVID restrictions have really held us back over the last few
months!).
If you want to contact these parliamentarians, you can find their details here:
https://parliament.nt.gov.au/members/by-name or contact our office (our details are on the
back of this newsletter).
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Right To Life Australia opposes the NSW bill currently being debated in Parliament
Get Involved!
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Put in a submission to oppose the NSW VAD Bill on the NSW Parliament website
Attend the 'Compassion Never Kills' Rally & Vigils (contact us for details)
If you live in NSW, write to your local MP and tell them to SAY NO to State sanctioned
suicide!

One by One
Australian States Legalize Euthanasia
During the early-morning Zoom call in mid-June, Right
to Life Australia’s Vice President Brendan Long
excused himself to refill his coffee cup. He had woken
up about an hour before our 8 a.m. interview and
planned to make the four-minute drive to the
Australian Parliament House in Canberra later that
morning.
On his schedule for the day: a 10 a.m. meeting with
Amanda Stoker, a senator from Queensland who Long
calls “the terror” of the pro-euthanasia movement, to
talk about how Right to Life NSW could help her with
her upcoming campaign for re-election. After that,
tracking down Patrick Dodson, a senator from
Western Australia who is also the pro-life
movement’s strongest indigenous voice among
Australian lawmakers. Then seeing Daniel Mulino—a
friend in Parliament who first brought Long into the
campaign against euthanasia in 2017—to talk about
federal strategies for pushing back efforts to legalize
the practice.
When we spoke, the lower house in South Australia
had just passed a euthanasia bill. A week later, the
upper house approved the changes, making South
Australia the fourth state in the country to legalize
the practice. Tasmania passed a euthanasia bill
earlier this year. New South Wales is also preparing to
consider euthanasia legislation.
“Looks like I’ve got a very tough year,” said Long,
considering how the push would affect his time on
the job. With three bills progressing in three different
states, he has a growing pile of legislation to read.
Lawmakers in Australian states have pushed for legal
euthanasia for years, but the bills only recently
started gaining traction in the legislatures. Now that
momentum has picked up in the states, the
Australian pro-life movement is fighting to shift
public opinion and change federal law to invalidate
the state-by-state legalization of euthanasia.

Long attributes his personal opposition to euthanasia
to his Catholic faith. In 2020, the Vatican reaffirmed
the Roman Catholic Church’s opposition to
euthanasia and assisted suicide as a “crime against
human life.” Catholicism is the most prominent
denomination in Australia, with almost 23 percent of
the population identifying with the church in 2016.
Protestants of various denominations make up
another 29.6 percent of the population.
But religious opponents to euthanasia in the country
face two problems: More and more Australians
identify as nonreligious, and many of those who
identify with a church don’t align with life-affirming
teachings on euthanasia. Data from the Australian
Election Study showed that just less than 35 percent
of Australians in 2016 affiliated with no religion. By
2019, that had risen to 41 percent. Meanwhile, a
2020 poll found that 68 percent of Catholics and 79
percent of Anglicans in Queensland supported
euthanasia.
The State of Victoria was the first to legalize the
practice in 2017. Euthanasia advocates attributed
the law’s passage to the support of Victoria Premier
Daniel Andrews. As a Catholic, Andrews ideologically
opposed the idea of assisted suicide until he
watched his own father die of cancer in 2016. He
called the experience “difficult and taxing,” although
the way his father went, he said, “would be described
at a textbook level as a good death.” That increased
his concern for others: He realized many dying
Australians could be in even more pain.
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When the Victoria legislation first took effect in June
2019, Andrews predicted 12 people would die under
the new law—which he called “a conservative model
—in the first year, followed by 100-150 annually in
subsequent years. But the actual numbers far
exceeded his expectations: Between June 2019 and
December 2020, 224 people died of euthanasia in
Victoria, according to the Voluntary Assisted Dying
Review Board. Euthanasia laws are set to take effect
in Western Australia, Tasmania, South Australia and
Queensland in the next two years.
This year, euthanasia advocates are continuing their
push in New South Wales, the only remaining State
that has not yet legalized the practice. Long expects
the Queensland bill to pass, but he hopes that New
South Wales will put up some opposition. “They’re all
surfing the wave of what they see as public opinion in
support of [euthanasia],” said Long. “They believe
momentum is building for change.” Among lawmakers,
the euthanasia bills get support on two sides.
Politicians on the left see the legislation as a social
reform, and libertarians on the right support the
individual freedom to end one’s life. Long observed
that many of the supporters are often younger,
sometimes conservative, and sometimes not
affiliated with one of the major parties.
Polling also suggests that the general public largely
supports the practice. A 2017 poll found that 73
percent of Australians answered yes to the question,
“If someone with a terminal illness who is
experiencing unbelievable suffering asks to die,
should a doctor be allowed to assist them to die?” But
Long argued people tend to show more uncertainty
about euthanasia when the questions become more
complicated. He referenced another unpublished poll
conducted in 2017 that showed support for
euthanasia dropped to 50 percent when the survey
noted the potential risks for disabled and elderly
people.

“The big challenge is not to fight every piece of
legislation but to change the perception of everyday
people—change the perception that everyone is
dying in pain,” said Long. “Most Australians get very
good medical care at the end of their lives, so they’re
not in pain.” Many doctors in Australia seem to agree
with Long’s position. According to the newspaper The
West Australian, only two health professionals signed
up for the training required to administer life-ending
drugs to qualified patients in Western Australia.
Since participation in the state’s program is
voluntary, doctors and nurses who object to
euthanasia won’t be forced to participate. Long said
most doctors he’s talked to want to have nothing to
do with these programs. “Most doctors tell me that
this can never be made safe,” he said, referring to the
way euthanasia schemes threaten the vulnerable.
Even if euthanasia ultimately becomes legal in all six
states, Long hopes new regulations from the federal
government will help shut it down. He and other prolifers in Australia are pushing the Therapeutic Goods
Administration (Australia’s version of the Food and
Drug Administration) to make it harder to import the
drugs used for euthanasia in the country. But for now,
they’ve met a stalemate because the current
Australian health minister won’t budge on the issue.
The Federal government has put its foot down on
some matters related to the push for euthanasia. The
premier of Queensland wrote to Australia’s prime
minister asking him to amend federal laws that
prevent physicians from discussing euthanasia over
phone or video appointments. The Federal
government earlier this month said it would not
change the law. If that safeguard hadn’t been in place,
Long explained via email that “the prescription for the
poison pill or the lethal injection could have been done
in a five-minute phone call.”

This article was published on wng.org on June 28, 2021 and has been amended to account for passage of legislation in Queensland
(https://wng.org/roundups/one-by-one-australian-states-legalize-euthanasia-1624904082)

Leah Savis
Leah reports on pro-life topics for WORLD Magazine and WORLD Digital. She is a World Journalism
Institute and Hillsdale College graduate. Leah resides in Grand Rapids, Mich., with her husband,
Stephen.
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World Medical Association opposes VAD

DECLARATION ON EUTHANASIA AND PHYSICIANASSISTED SUICIDE, WORLD MEDICAL ASSOICATION

"The WMA reiterates its strong commitment to the principles of
medical ethics and that utmost respect has to be maintained for
human life. Therefore, the WMA is firmly opposed to euthanasia
and physician-assisted suicide."
(Adopted by the 70th WMA General Assembly,
Tbilisi, Georgia, October 2019)

Update on the NSW Campaign
Pro-lifers take their battle to the streets to fight the NSW suicide bill.

Right to Life Australia has taken a strong position to oppose Alex Greenwich’s dodgy pro-death bill in NSW. We
take a fairly traditional view in RTLA – going all the way back to the 6th commandment – thou shall not kill! We
are against killing and we are telling that to NSW politicians. RTLA is working closely with Right to Life NSW,
where Dr Brendan Long (our Vice President who has been contracted in NSW to directly fight against this bill)
has organised protests, held media engagements and lobbied politicians. He has also announced a major rally
to be held to denounce the bill in late November.
RTLA has also supported a full-page advertisement in the Daily Telegraph by the group of medical professionals
called Health Professional Say No. RTLA members have engaged in the letter writing campaigns and our NSW
membership activated to be engaged in the online survey (conducted by the NSW Parliament) and in signing
petitions.
Greenwich’s bill is a very bad bill. Essentially based on the Western Australian model it does not require the two
doctors signing off on euthanasia or assisted suicide to have any specialist qualifications or have any
knowledge of the patient. The bill does not mandate a face to face consultation, although telehealth cannot be
used due to federal government restrictions (see our checklist of achievements on page 2). Unfortunately, the
bill allows Doctors to initiate the conversation on euthanasia or assisted suicide and where there are questions
about the capacity for informed consent there are limited options to seek for a psychological review.
Many vulnerable people will be pressured to die under this bill.

RTLA are committed to continuing to this fight in NSW. For details on how you can get involved in
this campaign, see page 5.
For more information on the dangers of euthanasia and assisted suicide, see:
https://www.australiancarealliance.org.au/

Left & Middle Photo: Giovanni Portelli 2021
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RIGHT TO LIFE AUSTRALIA JOINS WITH RIGHT
TO LIFE UK IN MOURNING DEATH OF PRO-LIFE
MP DAVID AMESS
Pro-life MP Sir David Amess has tragically died after being stabbed multiple times at his
constituency surgery. Paramedics tried for two hours to save Sir David at the Belfairs
Methodist Church in Leigh-on-Sea, but he died of his injuries. Sir David, 69, leaves behind
his wife Julia and five children. A 25-year-old man has been arrested in connection with Sir
David’s death.
A pro-life champion
Since his election in 1983, Sir David has worked
relentlessly over the years, championing initiatives in
Parliament to introduce more protections for unborn
babies and more support for women facing crisis
pregnancies.
Sir David was also a patron of the pro-life charity Right To
Life UK. Chris Whitehouse, a Trustee of Right To Life UK,
who worked alongside the charity’s founder, Phyllis
Bowman, in heading up pro-life campaigning on life issues
for most of the 80s and 90s said: “I’m in a state of
profound shock. David and I have worked together on
campaigns since we both started in Westminster in 1983.
He was always such a gentle and genteel man, exuding
charm and genuine compassion in equal measure.
Parliament, his party, and his family are all poorer for his
passing. May he rest in peace, may perpetual light shine
upon him, and may his family be consoled”.
Sir David’s dedication to the pro-life cause is reflected in
his voting record on life issues, which is matched by very
few MPs. He turned up and voted pro-life to a total of 19 of
the 20 votes that have been held in Parliament on life
issues, included abortion and euthanasia, between 2007
and 2021.
The Public Affairs team at Right To Life UK, who have
worked with Sir David Amess on a regular basis across a
range of issues, recall that he was caring and jovial to work
with and always made sure he was available to help out
when it came to anything life-issues related, whether that
be asking parliamentary questions, speaking in a debate or
speaking to a fellow colleague who was on the fence
ahead of a pro-life vote...
Almost 40 years of service
Sir David was a father of four daughters and one son, and
had been an MP for almost 40 years. Only three other MPs
had served in the House of Commons longer...
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Photo:https://members.parliament.uk/m
ember/44/portrait

Sir Peter Bottomley, the Father of the House of Commons,
said today: “He was dedicated to this constituency,
contributed heavily in Parliament. He was on the Speaker’s
Panel. He is the kind of person who gave Parliament a good
name”.
Sir David described his main areas of expertise as “animal
welfare and pro-life issues” on his website. Two of his
most significant Parliamentary achievements were the
Protection Against Cruel Tethering Act (1988), and the
Warm Homes and Energy Conservation Act (2000), both of
which are on the statute book in his name....
Late last year, he published a memoir ‘Ayes and Ears: A
Survivor’s Guide to Westminster’, which offered tips to
MPs on how to get the best out of serving in the House of
Commons.
Catherine Robinson, spokesperson for Right To Life UK,
said: “Sir David’s death is a senseless tragedy and he will
be truly missed. Our thoughts and prayers are with his wife
Julia and their five children”. “We have had the honour of
working with Sir David over the years across a number of
issues and he was a passionate and dedicated patron of
our charity”.
“Sir David was a pro-life champion. Since he was elected in
1983, he always, where possible, used his position as an
MP to stand up for the vulnerable, including championing
initiatives to introduce more protections for unborn babies
and more support for women facing crisis pregnancies”.
“Everyone who worked with Sir David knew him to be a
kind, caring and jovial man, who showed real care for the
most vulnerable in our society”.
This is a shortened version of an article first published on Right To
Life UK website on October 15th 2021
(https://righttolife.org.uk/news/pro-life-champion-david-amessmp-stabbed-to-death-at-surgery)

What is the
next step
for the
pro-life
RTLA
movement
Annual
in
Australia? General

Meeting

Held
via
Zoom*
Tuesday

December 7th
4pm to 6pm

Please note only financial members are eligible to vote
at the AGM. You must register your attendance.
Eligible members may nominate as a candidate for
election as officers of the Association which must be:
(a) made in writing, signed by two members of the
Association and accompanied by the written consent of
the candidate; and
(b) delivered to the Secretary of the Association not
less than 7 days before the date fixed for the holding of
the annual general meeting.
Eligible members may request a Proxy Form
Eligible members intending to bring any business
before AGM must contact the Secretary by 30
November. Email: Secretary@righttolife.com.au

REGISTERED ATTENDEES WILL BE SENT THE ZOOM
LINK & THE AGENDA ON OR BEFORE 6TH DECEMBER
EMAIL: SECRETARY@RIGHTTOLIFE.COM.AU

secretary@righttolife.com.au
*WHILE WE WOULD LOVE TO MEET FACE-TO-FACE, COVID-RESTRICTIONS MEAN THAT WE NEED TO MEET VIA ZOOM THIS YEAR
To register contact:
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STAY IN TOUCH
Due to COVID restrictions our
physical office continues to
be closed.
Anticipated open date:
mid-January 2022

(03) 9385 0100
(message only due to COVID
restrictions over our office)
Source: www.jameswatkins.com/cartoons-4/pro-life-cartoons

rtl@rtlaust.com

HOW TO DONATE

2.

1.

CREDIT CARD PAYMENTS CAN BE
MADE BY USING THE DONATION
ENVELOPE ENCLOSED OR CALL US,
LEAVE A MESSAGE, AND WE WILL
CALL YOU BACK

3.

SEND CHEQUES PAYABLE TO
RIGHT TO LIFE AUSTRALIA
P O BOX 2029
BRUNSWICK EAST 3057

EFT DONATION
BSB: 063-111
ACCOUNT NO# 1010 9208

REMEMBER US IN YOUR WILL
Leave a legacy for future generations by remembering
Right to Life Australia Inc in your will.
We cannot provide you with specific legal advice, so please ensure you obtain your
own independent legal advice on the most appropriate wording. Here is an
example of wording you and your legal advisor may consider when you are
preparing or updating your will:
I GIVE, FREE OF ALL DUTIES OR TAXES, THE SUM OF
(OR
% OF MY
ESTATE OR THE REST AND RESIDUE OF MY ESTATE) TO RIGHT TO LIFE
AUSTRALIA INC [ABN: 12 774 010375] FOR ITS GENERAL PURPOSES
LET US KNOW IF YOU HAVE LEFT US A GIFT IN YOUR WILL - WE WOULD LOVE TO THANK YOU!

